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Figure 2. Temperatures measured at depths 0-600 millimeters
(mm) in surface snow at South Pole Stations, January 1991. The
snow was shaded by a large plywood sheet beginning at time = 5
minutes. The temperature drops suddenly as the thermistor equi-
librates with the snow, and then slowly as the snow cools in the
shade. The initial rapid drop is the indication that the thermistors
were absorbing solar radiation and, therefore, not measuring the
snow temperature when they were in the Sun.
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The radiation emitted by the atmosphere down to the surface
(called terrestrial or longwave radiation) falls mostly in the wave-
length range of 5-50 microns and is responsible for the green-
house effect. It is a large part of the surface energy budget
everywhere but becomes the dominant source of heat to the
Earth's surface at night and in the antarctic winter.

We are studying the spectrum of thermal infrared radiation
from the antarctic atmosphere in a collaborative project of the
University of Washington and the University of Denver. The
University of Denver's interferometer has recently been oper-
ated at South Pole Station (December 1989 through January
1991) to detect changes in abundances of trace gases in the

stratosphere by observing their emission lines. The instrument
is a Bomem interferometer, which has been modified to collect
radiance at several zenith angles with 1.50 field of view. The
instrument has a spectral resolution of 1 inverse centimeter and
uses a mercury-cadmium-telluride detector cooled by liquid ni-
trogen. We also operate an Eppley pyrgeometer which mea-
sures the broadband infrared flux from 5 to 50 microns.

Our collaboration is to use the spectral radiance measure-
ments for climate studies. For this purpose, we need ancillary
data on clouds, ice crystals, and profiles of temperature, hu-
midity, and ozone. Our goals are, first, to understand the con-
trols of the longwave energy budget of the Antarctic Plateau
and, second, to develop a well-calibrated data set for testing
atmospheric radiation models.

The spectral region covered by the interferometer (6-20 mi-
crons) encompasses the central portion of the blackbody spec-
trum for atmospheric radiation and the absorption and emis-
sion bands of important greenhouse gases, including carbon
dioxide, water vapor, ozone, and methane. The low water va-
por content of the antarctic atmosphere means that the other
gases will have greater importance than elsewhere on Earth.
This is especially true in the winter when precipitable water,
which is typically a few centimeters elsewhere on Earth, drops
to less than 0.01 centimeters over the east Antarctic Plateau
(Kuhn 1973).

A prerequisite for climate model calculations of greenhouse
warming and other climatic changes is the ability of radiation
models to calculate accurately the direct radiative effects of
atmospheric gases given temperature, ozone, and water-vapor
profiles. How to make these calculations is unclear because the
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Figure 1. Infrared spectrum for clear sky on 11 December 1990 for
an elevation angle of 450. ( Preliminary data; spectrum will change
when improved estimate of instrument response is applied.)

shapes of gaseous absorption lines in the far wings are not well
known. Therefore, it is necessary to have observations of long-
wave radiation in the real atmosphere (Ellingson, Ellis, and Fels
1991). An international project on the Intercomparison of Ra-
diation Codes in Climate Models has been established by the
atmospheric radiation community. Our measurements on the
Antarctic Plateau will be offered to researchers in the interna-
tional project so they can be used to test radiation models in
the most extreme temperature and humidity conditions found
in the Earth's atmosphere.

During the 1990-1991 austral summer field season at South
Pole, the interferometer and pyrgeometer were operated on the
top of Skylab for about 2 months. Figure 1 is a typical clear sky
spectrum taken on 11 December 1991 showing the contributions
of carbon dioxide, ozone, water vapor, and methane. The at-
mospheric window region is visible from about 8 to 13 microns.
The broadband flux measured by the pyrgeometer on clear days
was about 125 watts per square meter.

Figure 2 is the spectrum from an overcast sky on 9 January
1991, together with two blackbody curves, showing that the
brightness temperature of the cloud base is about 245 K. To-
gether with information about the temperature structure of the
atmosphere and the cloud base height, we can determine the
cloud emissivity (or optical thickness). The pyrgeometer meas-
ured 210 watts per square meter at this time.

We are now compiling a data set of atmospheric profiles of
temperature, ozone, and water vapor, obtained coincident with
our spectral measurements. We have temperature profiles and
some information of water-vapor profiles from the twice-daily
radiosondes launched by the South Pole Meteorological Office.
Ozone profiles are being obtained from the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration, Climate Monitoring and Di-
agnostics Laboratory. Visual cloud observations, as well as
cloud photographs, were taken at the times that spectra were
recorded with the interferometer. In addition, we have near-
surface temperature measurements from two temperature sen-
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Figure 2. Infrared spectrum for overcast sky on 9 January 1991 for
an elevation angle of 150. ( Preliminary data; spectrum will change
when improved estimate of instrument response is applied.)

sors mounted at 2 and 11 meters above the surface on the
meteorological tower. The humidity measured by radiosondes
is inaccurate at low temperatures. During the 1990-1991 austral
summer, however, one balloon was launched carrying a frost-
point hygrometer which should yield more accurate water va-
por amounts. We coordinated the launch schedule with the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration techni -
cians, so that we could obtain clear-sky infrared spectra coin-
cident with an accurate water-vapor profile.

Our data analysis and interpretation will focus on several
particular problems, including the comparison of spectral ra-
diance and broadband flux measurements with theoretical cal-
culations from longwave computer models, using the observed
profiles of atmospheric constituents as input. We will quantify
the contributions of greenhouse gases, ice crystals and clouds,
and meteorological conditions to the downward infrared radia-
tion at the Earth's surface. The effects of the strong near-surface
temperature inversion and "diamond-dust" ice crystals will be
of particular interest. This modeling will lead to parameteriza -
tions of the downward infrared over the Antarctic Plateau in
terms of atmospheric parameters such as inversion strength,
near-surface ice crystal amount, and clouds.

The interferometer is now undergoing modifications and cal-
ibration in Denver. It will be reinstalled at South Pole in Decem-
ber 1991 and will obtain spectra through the winter of 1992.

This work was supported by National Science Foundation
grants DPP 88-18570 and DPP 89-17643.
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